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Update on EDUCAUSE work
Five Year Strategic Priorities
Five Year Strategic Priorities
1. Increase access to and use of EDUCAUSE resources for all members.

2. Focus on assessment and customized peer benchmarking
Greater Access for The Common Good

As of July 2017, EDUCAUSE membership will include open access to research and analysis and teaching and learning resources.
What is ECAR?

ECAR is a research organization dedicated to improving IT's contribution to higher education.

Targeted to IT professionals and higher education leaders who use ECAR to predict, plan, and act on IT trends.

Research to Inform Decision Making

- Research and benchmarking
- Trends and forecasts
- Community collaboration
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What is ELI

Community of higher education institutions and organizations committed to the advancement of learning through the innovative application of technology.

- Content and tools
- Events and courses
- Faculty and staff community

The Community:
- Academic leadership
- Centers for teaching and learning
- IT
- Library

#EDU16
Community: **Leading Academic Transformation (LAT) Community**

- A channel to foster IT & academic leader partnerships
- Networking, best practices, professional development
Tools for Better Decision Making

Campus leaders use EDUCAUSE assessment and benchmarking services to plan for and manage IT service delivery, financials, security and risk, technology-supported learning, and digital initiatives.

**ASSESSMENT**
- **Learning Space Rating System**
  Measure how classroom design supports and enables active learning
- **Information Security Program Assessment Tool**
  Evaluate the maturity of your information security program
- **IT Risk Register**
  Identify common risks to support your strategic IT risk-management program
- **Higher Education Cloud Vendor Assessment Tool**
  Ensure cloud services are appropriately assessed for managing risks

**BENCHMARKING**
- **Technology Research in the Academic Community**
  Track student and faculty technology needs and experiences
- **Core Data Service**
  Compare peer and aspirant data for IT financials, staffing, and services
- **Benchmarking Service**
  Measure technical and cultural capability for digital initiatives like student success

Sign up now!
Last chance to participate!
CDS Reporting redesign in Qlik
Discussion

- How can EDUCAUSE and CDS help you?